
Fig 1: Sketch of the experimental devices used for the WF extraction. 
The gate stack consists of SiO2 (1 nm) \ HfO2 (2 nm) \ La cap (1 nm) \ 
Metal Gate (5 nm).  

 
Table 1: List of the main thermal budgets applied in the process flow. 

On top of standard steps common to the various wafers (highlighted in 
orange), specific additional steps were applied (in yellow). The split 
column shows the label of the splits 
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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a method to extract 
effective diffusion coefficients for Lanthanum in HfO2 for an 
HKMG technology. TCAD diffusion simulations is combined to 
the analysis of theoretically expected Work Function shift due to 
Lanthanum at the HfO2/SiO2 interface and experimentally 
extracted Work Function value under various thermal budgets, 
obtaining a good agreement between simulations and 
experimental data. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  
With the widespread introduction of High-K / Metal Gate 

(HK/MG) stacks in advanced CMOS flows [1], arises an 
increasing need for a refined characterization of physical 
mechanisms at work with HK Work Function (WF) shifters 
such as La, Y or Al [2]. In this type of approach, a WF shift is 
achieved by diffusing such atoms into the thin HK in order to 
create dipoles close to the channel (at the SiO2 interlayer 
interface), shifting WF and hence VT. Thus, guaranteeing a 
good VT control implies a good control of this type of process, 
justifying the growing interest for detailed mechanisms 
descriptions [3-6].  

In this context, we have experimentally studied the 
diffusion of La into a thin (2nm) HfO2 layer standing on a SiO2 
interfacial layer, by applying series of thermal budgets and 
measuring their impact on the electrical WF extracted on large 
MOS capacitors. Since such thin layers prevent from 
performing reliable quantitative physical analysis such as 
SIMS, extracting diffusion coefficients is challenging. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
Fig 1 shows a sketch of the experimental devices used for 

the WF extraction. The gate stack consists of SiO2 (1 nm)\ 
HfO2 (2 nm)\La cap (1 nm)\Metal Gate (5 nm). Five splits (2 
wafers per split) were processed by adding on top of the 
standard process flow the additional thermal budgets as shown 
in Table 1. The applied additional thermal budgets were longer 
than 60 minutes and in the range of 600°C to 750°C, 
mimicking real conditions required by a DRAM process flow 
[7,8]. The initial La concentration in the capping layer was 

estimated to be 8.8E21 at/cm3 by XRD measurements on 
various blanket wafers with different deposited La thickness. 
The WF is extracted measuring the C-V curves on large 
capacitors (50 μm x 50 μm) and then using the CVC method 
[9]. Fig 2 shows the variation in the Work Function measured 
with respect to the case of no La cap. 
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Fig 2: Experimental shift of the Work Function [eV] measured with 

respect to the case of no La cap. The split description corresponds to Table 
1. Each point shows the median of the distribution of the dies measured on 
two wafers per split. 

 
Fig 3:Relaxed Structure of HfO2/SiO2 for 0%, 50% and 100% La 

substitutional cases.  We used in this work the 50% configuration as a 
starting point for WF shift. The illustrations are taken from [3] 

 
Table 2: Expected concentration at the HfO2/SiO2 interface for the 

measured WF shift. 

III. METHODOLOGICAL AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
Theoretical calculations using ab-initio simulations can 

predict the band offset induced by substitutional La atoms in a 
HfO2 lattice (a La atom replacing a Hf atom– see figure 3) at 
the HK/SiO2 interface [3].  

The origin of this band offset lies in the creation of dipoles 
due to a relative difference of electronegativity of La vs. Hf [4]. 
Thus, it is predicted in [3] that 50% substitutional La induces a 
WF shift of -0.5eV (i.e. towards more N-type). Taking this 
figure and considering the local concentration of Hf atom in a 
monoclinic HfO2 mesh at the interface, we will assume in the 
following an effect of La concentration to WF shift of 

La=1.466E22 at.cm-3/eV. We will also assume that the range 
of WF shift experimentally observed is close enough to the 
50% substitutional La case of [1] for the effect to be considered 
as proportional to the dose (Table 2).  

Thus, we can calculate the expected concentration variation 
at the HfO2/SiO2 interface for the observed WF shift range 
(Table 2). 

IV. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY 
Starting from an existing deck calibrated for a standard 

process flow under Sentaurus[10], we derived a simpler 1D 
model to simulate the La diffusion in the gate stack. The stack 
was modified as follows: a thick high-K layer of HfO2 (20nm) 
on top of SiO2 and Silicon was used for the gate stack; a 
deposited layer with uniform concentration of La covered by a 
Metal Gate layer was used for the La cap. To determine the La 
diffusion coefficients in HfO2, TCAD simulations 
corresponding to the various thermal budgets have been 
performed, as detailed in Table 1. The La diffusion was 
simulated using the constant diffusion model and assuming La 
diffusion as governed by the Fick equation (Eq. 1):  

  (Eq. 1) 

where D is the intrinsic diffusivity of the La, calculated 
assuming the Arrhenius law (Eq. 2).  

   (Eq. 2) 

It was observed that the diffusivity equation is not able to 
fully explain the diffusion saturation in the La diffusivity when 
high temperatures are applied (up to 1080°C) [6]; however, due 
to the lower temperature used here for the additional thermal 
budgets, we expect that the saturation does not play a 
significant role. 

Due to the finiteness of the La source, it is expected that 
after the common thermal budget of the Table 1 the initial La 
concentration in the cap is reduced due to the diffusion of La in 
both direction, downward toward the high-K and upwards 
toward the Metal Layer. This concept is shown in Fig. 4: at the 
beginning La is confined in the cap (Fig 4a), while the 
additional thermal budgets cause La diffusion (Fig 4b). As a 
result, both high-k and Metal Gate will contain La, while the 
cap itself is depleted (Fig 4c). To properly account for the 
competitive diffusion of La in the Metal Gate and the 
consequent reduction of the La concentration in the capping 
layer, we have assumed a finite La source during the 
simulation of the standard thermal budgets of Table 1. Then, 
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Fig 4: Sketch of the simulated La diffusion. a) Initial configuration 

before thermal anneals, with HfO2/La cap/Metal Gate b) During the 
thermal treatments of Table 1, the La diffuses from the cap downward and 
upward. c) After the La diffusion, the La cap is depleted, and both high-K 
and Metal Gate contain La. 

 
Fig 6: Expected La concentration at 2 nm from the high-K/La cap 

interface, calculated according to the experimental Work Function shift of 
Table 2. The corresponding simulations obtained by the best fit (DE=16%, 
EA=1.05eV, D0=9.14E-12) are shown (open purple circles). Red triangles 
and Green points show  two other simulations for the case of lower 
(EA=1.2eV, D0=5E-12) and higher diffusivity of La (EA=0.8eV, D0=5E-
14), respectively 

 
Fig 5: Example of the simulated model. The purple curve shows the 

initial La concentration as deposited in the capping layer. Two different La 
concentration profiles were simulated for the split 1 and 5 of Table 2, 
calculated assuming the same coefficients (DE=16%, D0=9.14E-12cm2/s, 
EA=1.05eV). Higher thermal budget gives higher simulated La 
concentration in the high-K, in particular at 2 nm from the high-K/La cap 
interface (identified by line (a)). 

we used the depletion of the initial La concentration in the 
Metal Gate/La cap after the thermal diffusion as a fitting 
parameter (DE), keeping the concentration of La at the high-
K/La cap interface constant for the additional anneals.  

Fig 5 shows a sketch of the simulated model we have used. 
The purple curve shows the initial La concentration as 
deposited in the capping layer. Two different La concentration 
profiles have been simulated for the split 1 and 5 of Table 2, 
calculated assuming the same pair of diffusion coefficients and 
the same depletion level. It is worth noting that the higher the 
thermal budget, the higher is the simulated La concentration in 
the HfO2, in particular at 2 nm from the high-K/La cap 
interface (identified by line (a)), where we should expect the 
real interface with SiO2. 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Fig 6 shows the expected La concentration determined at 2 

nm from the high-K/La cap interface, corresponding to the line 
(a) of Fig 5, for the various splits. The experimental values are 
evaluated using the expected effect La and the estimated 
concentration range at HfO2/SiO2 interface (Table 2) as 
boundary conditions. The simulated curves are calculated 
according to the method presented in Section IV and using D0, 
EA and DE as variable parameters. Fitting the experimental 
points, we were able to determine the best pair of diffusion 
coefficients (D0, EA) and the depletion level DE of La. The 
resulting simulations are shown by the empty circles of Fig 6. 
To illustrate the possible simulated trends, two other sets of 
values are included in the graphs, corresponding to higher (red 
triangles) and lower La diffusivity (blue circles), respectively.  

It is worth noting that to obtain a La concentration at the 
high-K/SiO2 interface compatible with the measured WF and 
with the initial La cap concentration of 8.8E21 at/cm3, we had 
to assume a depletion of La source of about 16%. Another 
consideration is related to the experimental range of La 
concentration: it is confined between 4.7E21 and 6E21 at/cm3, 
implying that the expected concentration of La at 2 nm is 
between ~50% and ~70% of the initial La at the interface 
between high-K and La cap before the thermal diffusion. As a 
final note, we should mention that the observed depletion of 
the active La dose diffusing in the high-K could also account 
for La segregation taking place at the interface between the 
capping layer and the high-K. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
We propose a method to match the simulation of La 

diffusion in the high-K to experimental WF measurements. A 
good agreement between the experimental value of the La 
concentration at the high-K/SiO2 interface and the 
corresponding simulations was obtained for different thermal 
budgets, using the La diffusion coefficients and the depletion 
level of La concentration in the Cap/Metal Gate stack as fitting 
parameters.  
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